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Continuous Data Protection (CDP) can restore data to any point-in-time, but high storage
overhead and drastic system performance drop restricts its application. In this paper, we propose
a file version based file level CDP system (FV-CDP) by using cheap distributed storage for
backup to low down the storage costs and using local object cache and parralel asynchronous
object sending to mask network storage latency. It designs special opration log to identify the
file system hierarchy at any point-in-time and exploits parallel restoring in filesystem recovery.
The experimental results show that parallel asynchronous objects sending makes the FV-CDP
system max write ops to get improved by about 3.4 times, and the parallel recovery reduces file
system recovery time by up to 57%. Under high frequency file syetem change workload, FVCDP causes a large storage space overhead.
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1. Introduction and Related Work
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As IT is becoming a data-driven business, the data loss can cause severe disaster, for
example, the recent outbreak of the WannaCry viru resulted in a large number of PC loss data
and caused a global panic. The traditionally periodic backup is taken for data protection. But for
some applications, the Recovery Point Objective (RPO) periodic backup providing is too coarse
to endure. For these scenarios, continuous data protection (CDP) can theoretically recover data
to any point-in-time, but simultaneously CDP causes high overheads. Distributed storage has
become a mainstream solution to large-scale data storage. It provides low-cost storage, high
read/write bandwidth, which make it suitable for backup system and provide a new solution to
CDP huge space overhead.
CDP system can be classified into block-level, file-level and application-level CDP. Blocklevel CDP systems work in the block interface layer and is easy for implementation. Previous
CDP studies mainly focused on different aspects of block-level CDP. For the block-level CDP
system architecture, Laden[1] proposed four different storage controller based CDP
architectures. Trap-array [2] proposed a disk array based CDP model. Zhu et al.[3] proposed a
iSCSI interface based CDP. In terms of optimizing CDP system overhead, Clotho[4] used a
differential backup method to only back up the changed data portion between versions. Morrey
III et al. [5] found deduplication to optimize the backup space overhead. Mariner[6] leveraged
the track-based logging to minimize the write overhead. Differential backups caused large
Recovery Time Objective (RTO). The ST-CDP[7] introduced a snapshot mechanism based on
Trap-array, and gave the prediction model of the snapshot frequency influence on storage cost
and recovery rate. The block-level CDP system is easy to be implemented, but it ignores the
data background, resulting in difficulties in data consistency and usability examination. The filelevel CDP system records file updates in file system level, the backup data get better consistence
and the recovery process is more concise. In the file-level CDP system research, VMS[8] used a
copy-on-write strategy for file version backup. OceanStore[9] used versioning in backup
recovery process and introduced cache and replication mechanism. LBFS[10] realized the file
version backup in remote area under low-bandwidth network. Ext3cow[11] impemented file
version backup in the ext3 system. As it is cheap and scalable, the distributed storage has been
gradually favored in data backup field. Wood et al[12] showed that backups placed on cloud
storage were cheaper, and Cumulus[13] backed up local data to the cloud and provided backup
data management. The cCDP[14] system used the cloud object store to backup the file system
change log.
Compared with previous researches, our FV-CDP system is a file version based continuous
data protection system (FV-CDP) with distributed object storage as the storage backend. Our FVCDP implementation focusses on improving the write performance under high network storage
latency and exploring parallel data recovery method for system restoring. Thus FV-CDP
leverages local cache and asynchronously objects sending to optimize the system writing
performance, presents a log-based method to identify filesystem hierarchy at any point-in-time,
and exploits parralel restoring in filesystem recovery.
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2. System Architecture and Implementation
This chapter introduces the system architecture and implementation in three parts. Section
I shows the overview of FV-CDP system achitecture, Section II introduces the FV-CDP backup
process and system optimization under high network storage delay and Section III introduces
how to restore file system to any poin-in-time.
2.1 System Architecture
As shown in Figure 1, FV-CDP system consists of three parts, the local Linux node

Figure 1: FV-CDP Architecture
FUSE is a software interface for Unix-like computer operating systems that allows users to
create file systems in user space. We built a stackble FUSE based on local Linux xfs file system
in user space. With FUSE, we added local xfs to file operation filtering function, through it we
can get xfs operation information, including the operation type and corresponding data. After
filtering the information, FUSE bypasses it to the FV-CDP backup module. After the backup
module receives the operation information, it will decide which has to be backed up, and
transfer the information into Swift objects and send these objects to the Swift Gateway.
Swift, as the OpenStack Object Store gateway, provides a simple and complete object
storage management interface. The Swift Gateway acts as a proxy sever to send the objects to
the backend distributed storage cluster. The backend storage uses Ceph object storage cluster.
2.2 FV-CDP Backup Module
As shown in Figure 2, when the operation information of the file system is acquired, it is
represented by the operation_info object, which contains the path name, operation type,
timestamp and corresponding data. This information is then sent to the backup module. In FVCDP backup module, we further convert operation_info into two data objects, one is the
structured operation log op_record object and the other is the unstructured op_data object. The
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Filesystem in Userspace (FUSE) with file operation filtering capability, the back-end storage
consisted of the distributed object storage cluster, between the two Swift Gateway is used as
proxy sever for object storage management.
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op_data object is a copy of the file version corresponding to that timepoint, and it is simplely
packaged into a Swift object with its name directly encoded by using path and timestamp.

2.3 FV-CDP Restoring Implementation

Before restoring entire file system, we firstly look at how to use the file version backup to
restore a single file to any point in time. Figure 3 shows the changes of a single file on the time
axis. At t1, t2, t3 and t4, file1 is manipulated, and these operations are logged to op_log object.
If we need to restore file1 to t, we take the instruction in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Restore File1 to Any Point-in-time
In order to restore the file system to any point in time, the file hierarchy at any point-intime is also needed. The operation log object recorded all changes on the file system, so it can
be used to restore the file system hierarchy. Normally, it is not simple to extract the file system
hierarchy from the operation log; however, with the way proposed by us, the op_log is
organized into a data table (op_log table). It is easy and efficient to do this task with database.
FV-CDP does this task with MySQL. In order to restore the file system to the point in time t, it
firstly fetched the op_log objects logged the operation before t or containing t from the Swift
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Figure 2: FV-CDP Backup Process
The op_record object is used to record operations on FUSE including the filepath, opration
type such as create, write, delete and timestamp. Op_record is a very small object. If each
record is stored as a Swift object to the back-end distributed object storage cluster, the storage
delay will greatly affect the system performance. Thus, we aggregate multiple op_records to
form an op_log Swift object. This op_record aggregation method reduces the average storage
delay for a single op_record. In addition, the aggregate op_record makes another convenience.
The op_log object formed by multiple structured op_record objects is essentially a data table
(op_log table), so that we can retrieve through the op_log table in database.
When op_log object and op_data object are encapsulated, they are sent to the Swift
gateway. Simple synchronous network transmission can cause serious storage latency, it will
seriously affect the system's write performance; therefore, all objects are firstly cached locally
before sending and then parallelly asynchronously sent to the Swift gateway.
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gateway. These objects are then loaded into the MySQL op_log_table. In MySQL server node,
procedures in Figure 4 are excuted.

When sys_ hierarchy table is obtained, in combination with the method of restoring a
single file to t, FV-CDP can traverse the file system hierarchy and restore the entire file system
to any point-in-time. File version based backup eliminates the interdependence of backed up
dataI. In the recovery phase, FV-CDP can take full advantage of the independence between
backup and parallelly restore the entire file system.

3. Performance and Evaluation
We firstly introduce the test environment settings, and the back-end storage usese Ceph
object storage cluster, storage nodes are built on CentOS7 virtual machine with 2GB RAM,
100GB hard disk and 4 cores CPU. The Swift Object Gateway is also deployed on the CentOS
with the same hardware settings. The database FV-CDP uses thesingle node MySQL sever built
on virtual CentOS7 machine with 4G RAM, 100G hard disk and 4 cores CPU. Filebench is used
as benchmark.

Figure 5: Max Write Perfomance

Figure 6: Restoring Performance

For the system write performance test, filebench sequential write-file workload is used.
The workload is set with 1 thread sequential write on the file set of 10k files and 128k per file
size, and the I/O size is set to 64k. The test baseline is FUSE without FV-CDP mechanism. The
results is shown in Figure 5. It shows that when FV-CDP mechanism is added, FUSE
performance drops drastically from the baseline FUSE 330 write ops to sigle thread FV-CDP 67
write opsbecause under single thread situation, the synchronous backup data sending over
network brings huge latency. This latency blocks writing and thus causes write performance
drop. To average the network delay, FV-CDP introduces local object cache and uses parallel
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Figure 4: Restoring File System Hierarchy
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Figure 7: Storage Overhead
In the storage space overhead test, we use filebench file-sever workload, the workload is
set under 1 thread, file set is file size 1M, file number 10k. The result is shown in Figure 7, in
which, the storage overhead is increasing near linearly over time. 5G size file system under 35
ops workload takes approximate 55G storage space in 60 minutes, indicating that in the scenario
of high frequency filesystem changes of FV-CDP has resulted ina larger storage overhead
becaues FV-CDP backs up multiple versions of a single file independently. It helps parallel the
system recovery, but causes a redundant backup.

4. Conclusion And Futurework
This paper proposes a file version based file-level continuous data protection system: FVCDP, which uses FUSE to filter the file operation information and backs up the information into
the distributed object storage cluster through Swift gateway. FV-CDP sends local cached objects
asynchronously to the Swift gateway in parallel to mask the network latency. In the file system
restoring phase, we design the method to determine the file system hierachy from operation log.
FV-CDP can parallelly restore the entire file system because of independence of the backup
data. The experimental results show that parallel asynchronous objects sending makes the FVCDP system max write ops to get improved by about 3.4 times, and the parallel recovery
reduces file system recovery time by up to 57%.
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asynchronous objects sending. It improves the write performance greately. The experimental
results show that parallel asynchronous objects sending makes the FV-CDP system max write
ops to get improved by about 3.4 times.
In the recovery performance test, the workload is filebench file-sever workload, the
worklaod is set 1 thread, filesize 128k, file number 10k, eventgen rate 30. We test the restoring
time overhead to the selected points in time. There're 10 minutes since FV-CDP run with the
entire filesystem 3033 files, 20 minutes 4054 files and 30 minutes 4936 files. Test result is
shown in Figure 6, in which, FV-CDP parallel recovery has speeded up the system restoring.
When the thread numbers exceeds a certain value, the added thread no longer decreases the
restoring timebecause the time overhead is fixed when MySQL excutes procedurs in Figure 4.
The experimental results show that parallel recovery reduces the file system recovery time by up
to 57%.
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The FV-CDP system can cause significant storage overhead due to independent backup of
all versions of the file. Future work will further explore the correlation between file history
versions and introduce FV-CDP of deduplication technology to improve the system storage
space overhead.
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